multi-precision complement, a multi-precision increment and possibly a single-precision primitive that clears [nlwl x w -n) bits. The multi-precision doubling in statement 3 is realisable by a sequence of common fetch, left-rotate-with-carry and then store instructions. Nine pre-computed values are required for w = 8, or 180 bytes in implementing elliptic curve cryptosystems [A that use n = 160. This is 30% more than that demanded by [3]. It is recommended that these pre-computed values be stored in an EPROM if the value of N remains constant. A multi-precision magnitude comparison is needed only in the pre-computation and once in statement 12. The multiplication of z by 2. in statement 7 need not actually take place physically if w = k s for a given integer k > 0, where s is the bit length of an addressable memory unit. It is conceptually equivalent to an offset of k memory units in the storage. We note in passing that w = s = 8 in most 8-bit single chip microcontrollers, so the total number of memory accesses can be reduced by choosing w = 8 for such processors. Since ylh",Ky6n"w is in fact the ( i -1 )th word of y , it is clear that the frst multiplication in statement 7 may be implemented by repetitive execution of the built-in single-precision integer multiply instruction, possibly along with some push, pop and add instructions. In statements 10 and 11, the condition for adjustment is determined by bit z , , , and bit z,,, respectively; they can be implemented with the help of a bit test on a word instruction. The subtractions necessary in the adjustment can be achieved by a bit clear operation for the relevant bit. With small w, it may be desirable to break statement 7 and test for zero ~,,,,KJJ,,~+,~ before the multi-precision multiplication in statement 7 in order to eliminate redundant multiplications. 
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At 1 2 0 0~, the generated token size is 1500 bytes, but P7 cannot be transmitted. This is because the packet scheduler of the router is dormant at this time. When NP6 wakes up the packet scheduler at 1 2 7 0~~ P7 can be transmitted to the receiver. When NF% arrives at the router at 2060p, the packet scheduler calls the timer and enters an idle state because the generated token size (650 bytes) is not large enough to send F9 of 1500 bytes. At this time the receiver is waiting for a packet to send a delayed-ACK, and the sender is waiting for an ACK because it exhausted its transmission window. Then only the lOms timeout at the router can break this deadlock. Fig. 2 shows that this deadlock repeatedly occurs 10 ms apart because the 10 ms timeout breaks it.
Experiments: We now present experimental results of TCP performance degradation due to the timer problems. For the test system configuration, we use three PCs (a sender, a router and a receiver) running Linux v2.1.124. Each PC is equipped with an Intel PentiumII 266MHz CPU. We use 3Com 3~905-TX Ethernet cards operating at 100Mbitls and in fd-duplex mode. For the TCP performance test, we used netperf-2.1~13 [3] . The packet scheduler operates at the router output interface towards the receiver. 
. TCP failed to show the appropriate performance if the reserved bandwidth was < 35Mbitls. Fig. 2 shows packets captured at the receiver and under TCP deadlock.
There is no deadlock when the operating bandwidth is >35Mbitls. If the bandwidth of 35Mbitls is reserved and the packet size is 1500 bytes, tokens for transmitting a packet are generated every 3 4 3~. In this experiment, the round trip time was -7 5 0~ which is twice greater than the packet transmission time at 35Mbitls. This means that since the router transmits a packet which causes a delayed-ACK, a sufficient number of tokens are generated for another two packets when two new packets arrive at the router. So TCP deadlock does not occur.
Solutions to timer granularity problems: (i) Real time clock (RTC) timer:
As the existing methods in [I, 21 using the kernel system timer showed limited improvement, we propose the use of an RTC timer for the packet scheduler in PC Unix-based systems. From the 80286 PC/AT onwards, all 80x86 PCs have used MC 146818 Motorola or compatible chips for the RTC [4, 51. In addition to the RTC, an MC146818 chip has a timer operating at 2-8192Hz. If the timer operates at 8192Hz and the packet size is 1500 bytes, the maximum bandwidth that can be obtained is 98.3Mbitls. Test results c o n f i i that the packet scheduler works well under 100Mbitls. In Fig. 3 , '7500 RTC' shows the desired test result for a bucket size of 7500 bytes.
(
ii) Bottom half mode and user program:
In an environment where we cannot use an RTC timer, we propose to use the combination of the 'bottom half mode' and a simple user program to forcefully wake up the scheduler frequently. When a packet arrives, it causes an interrupt. The kernel then serves only the most critical part of the interrupt request and returns, leaving the rest for future use. The kernel registers the remainder of the job in the bottom half. The jobs registered in the bottom half are processed after a system call or a slow interrupt.
So if we register the packet scheduler for the bottom half, even though there was no packet arrival, then the scheduler can be forcefully invoked after a system call or a slow interrupt. But if the system has no user program or a few jobs to perform, the probability of the system going into the bottom half mode may be low. For this case we design the system to have a user program that makes system calls infinitely and to run it with the lowest priority [Note I]. This method can improve the QoS for a reserved bandwidth of > 100Mbit/s if a PC has suEcient processing power. Fig. 3 shows the bandwidth guarantee when this scheme is used.
Conclusion:
We have investigated what effects the timer resolution of the packet scheduler in PC Unix-based systems has on the QoS for TCP connections. After illustrating the TCP deadlock scenario, we proposed and implemented two methods in real PC Unix-based systems to solve the timer resolution problems. In the first method an RTC timer is used and in the second method the bottom half mode and a simple user program are used. The methods successfully provided a QoS guarantee for the given TCP connections.
Non-interactive and distributive property of dielectrics in mixture K.P. Thakur, K.J. Cresswell, M. Bogosanovich and W.S. Holmes A new property of dielectrics in mixtures which is non-interactive and distributive has been defined. The Taylor expansion of this new property and subsequent use of the Pad6 approximation has generated the parametric expression for the new property which has been used to develop a dielectric mixture model that works better than some alternatives.
The determination of dielectric permittivity for mixtures of known composition is becoming of increasing importance for applications in diagnostics, microwave sensing and in processing various dieltric materials [l, 21. In this Letter we present a more generalised approach towards the behaviour of the dielectrics in mixtures. We consider an unknown property P of the dielectric material that is non-interactive and distributive WID) in a mixture of dielectrics. Hence for a mixture of two dielectrics, we have where v, and v, are the volume fractions of components 1 and 2, respectively, and P, P,, and P, represent the NID property of the mixture and its components 1, and 2, respectively. Furthermore, assume that the NID property P is a continuous function of permittivity of the material and its derivatives exist in a given interval, i.e.
(2) We now expand eqn. 2 into a Taylor series around E = E,,, the permittivity of free space where the primes onflE) denote the derivative with respect to permittivity. After rearranging eqn. 3, we obtain
We now define a constant corresponding to E = E, ,
ff=-which on substitution in eqn. 4 generates (5) Eqn. 7 is an exact representation of the NID property of the material which can be used in eqns. 1 and 8. However, our knowledge of the functionflE) and its derivatives with respect to E at E = E,, is quite limited at this stage and hence we need to use an approximation technique. The Pad6 approximation has proven to be a very useful tool in several areas of theoretical physics [3, 41. Consideration of the second-order Pad6 approximation [3 -51 which implies y, = 1/2!, y, = 1/3!, ... , yn = l/(n+l)!, .. etc, in eqn. 7 leads to (10) pB = e 4~-~o )
The property PB of dielectric mixtures is a new dimensionless property that is non-interactive and distributive. We further assume that the parameter a defined around E = E,,, stays the same for individual phases and their mixture. We obtain from eqns. 1, 8 and 10
Here a is a constant indicating the measure of interaction among individual phases in the mixture and is unique for a given system. In principle, a can take any real value. However, in practice, the values of a vary in a narrow band (both positive and negative) around a = 0 depending on the interaction between the individual phases of the mixture. If there is no interaction between the individual phases in the mixture, the value of a tends to zero and eqn. 11 reduces to 6, = V I E 1 + VZEZ which is a linear model for a mixture of two phases in a non-interactive and distributive system which has been used to predict the dielectric properties of solid foods with some success [6]. To verify the validity of eqn. 11 and compare the results with the linear model we have taken the experimental data of Kraszewski [ 11 for a mixture of carbon tetrachloride (E' = 2.228) and glass (E' = 4.594).
The results obtained according to eqn. 11 with a = 4.225 were in good agreement with the experimental results. We have further carried out similar comparisons for a variety of two-phase and three-phase systems for which data are available. Fig. 1 presents the experimental and theoretical (a = 4.36) results of the dielectric constant of the mixture of air and lentil grains having 8% moisture content. We present another comparison of theoretical (eqn. 11) and experimental data for a condensed milk and water system for 0.6GHz (Fig. 2) , where a = 0.012 has been used i n eqn. 11. Experimental data in Figs. 1 and 2 Were obtained bY using a waveguide cell and a vector network analyser. Fig. 2 also presents the results of a widely used model [7] , which fails to account for the present experimental data of dielectric constant of the condensed milk and water mixture (Fig. 2) . However, where P B is a dimensionless variable and the constants are dimensionless 
